HOW CAN THE IPS DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM HELP ME MANAGE MY PARKING?

Data is the most important asset of your Smart City’s parking program. But it only has value if you use it. Get more out of your parking program.

What can the DMS do?

Monitor maintenance activity in real-time
Measure user trends to optimize the system configuration
Configure meters and sensors remotely
Seamlessly integrate meters, vehicle sensors, enforcement & pay-by-cell applications into a single back end system
Review revenue or collections of a single meter, area, zone or the entire park.
Leverage occupancy data to drive demand-responsive pricing

The IPS Group DMS collects data from:

The IPS DMS provides a common backend system that is conveniently managed from any web-enabled device 24/7/365.

The DMS processes terabytes of data each year, making it the most advanced back office system in the industry, and provides a visual representation of massive amounts of data to help you make smarter, strategic decisions for your parking program.

Contact an IPS sales rep for a DMS demo today!
ipsgroupinc.com/contact-us